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#HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients

Our story
In early March, with news of the pandemic in China and Italy starting to make us realise that the impact would be global, Steve and
Trace met for coffee to discuss how we might support colleagues if and when the UK was affected. We knew that there would be a
national response and were concerned about the effect the time lag might have on people’s levels of anxiety. This made us take a
rapid response approach to making staff well-being our focus.
The same week we had recruited colleagues from the People Team, Psychology and Organisational Development and the Quality
and Safety teams. We met to discuss what a well-being strategy during a pandemic for staff could look and feel like. We made sure
that we were working in partnership with the Health@Work team. We agreed on the name of the ‘HowAreYouDoing team’ to make
this for everyone and by everyone.
We reviewed the evidence base for helping people to deal with traumatic events and agreed on an approach that the conversation
was the intervention. However we thought a structure to the conversations would be helpful to focus on people’s emotional
response as well as their well-being. We designed the 5 questions and launched this by asking a team of people to go out and
have these conversations face to face. We believed that not only would this set up a healthy leadership rhythm that it would also
encourage people to look out for each other. The team started meeting and greeting people at the hospital doors to make ‘having
the best day you can’ a focus and thanking people for the shift they were leaving.
The team recognised having a space for people to ask questions and to get information in a rapidly changing situation would be
essential. We set up the team headquarters in the hub and manned this daily, mostly by Julia, to give information and signpost our
colleagues to useful resources. We also had a daily inspirational quote which was popular with people.
We continued to horizon scan during a time when lots of information was coming out globally. We reviewed the evidence and
the resources and chose the ones we thought were best and most accessible. We put together a leaflet designed by Megan in the
clinical photography team and updated this several times.
Connie lead on working in partnership with the charity to set up the rest, relax and revive areas and support the distribution of the
overwhelming generosity of donations. We also worked with the charity to distribute donations fairly, across the teams, in a spirit of
all being in this together.
There were visits to wards on a daily basis by members of the team including Ruth and Collette to have conversations with our
colleagues. They were able to have what matters to you conversations and close the loop on questions by saying: You said….So we
did…. They would go back with information, resources and answers face to face and this really made a difference to staff.
We offered some of the high-risk teams daily visits from a member of the HAYD team, ran debriefs for them at their request when
there were distressing events and had Deborah a psychologist, offer her support to the ITU team several times a week. We would
also visit a team after receiving a question from the boards on the hub to answer questions in person.
As we went along we developed tools to give to teams to get into a healthy leadership rhythm, like a briefing and debriefing
tool, how to spot someone in your team in distress and several others. These were reinforced by short training sessions. We are
suggesting several team check-ins during a shift to attend to tasks and tend to each other. We are encouraging people to see each
other as responsible for their own well-being and for looking out for their teammates and colleagues.
There are now a number of coaches and therapists who have offered their services to us and you can be referred via the
Health@Work team.
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This is not the end of this work and approach. As we move into the next phase where times remain uncertain, this approach needs
to continue. Let’s go back to better! In an organisation that is proud to deliver compassionate care to the community, we have to see
each other as part of that community. Kindness and compassionate care for each other can and must be a continuous focus for all
and part our organisations DNA.
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Why did we do this?
Who were we?
What did we do?
What did we learn?
What could the future look like?
What do we recommend?

1. Why did we do this?
AIM: Support the daily practice of ‘looking out for each other’
Immediate distress is
painful, uncomfortable
and a compassionate
organisation moves
swiftly in such
circumstances

Normal people in
unusual circumstances
trying to add a human
touch that was for
everyone and by
everyone

HAYD has an evidence based approach

Correspondence

Mental health care for
medical staff in China
during the COVID-19
outbreak
In December, 2019, an outbreak
of a novel coronavirus pneumonia
occurred in Wuhan (Hubei, China),
and subsequently attracted worldwide
attention.1 By Feb 9, 2020, there were
37 294 confirmed and 28 942 suspected
cases of 2019 coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) in China.2 Facing this largescale infectious public health event,
medical staff are under both physical
and psychological pressure.3 To better
fight the COVID-19 outbreak, as the
largest top-class tertiary hospital in
Hunan Province, the Second Xiangya
Hospital of Central South University
undertakes a considerable part of the
investigation of suspected patients.
The hospital has set up a 24-h fever
clinic, two mild suspected infection
patient screening wards, and one severe
suspected infection patient screening
ward. In addition to the original
medical staff at the infectious disease
department, volunteer medical staff
have been recruited from multiple other
departments.
The Second Xiangya Hospital—
workplace of the chairman of the
Psychological Rescue Branch of the
Chinese Medical Rescue Association—
and the Institute of Mental Health, the
Medical Psychology Research Center
of the Second Xiangya Hospital, and
the Chinese Medical and Psychological
Disease Clinical Medicine Research
Center responded rapidly to the
psychological pressures on staff. A
detailed psychological intervention
plan was developed, which mainly
covered the following three areas:
building a psychological intervention
medical team, which provided online
courses to guide medical staff to deal
with common psychological problems;
a psychological assistance hotline
team, which provided guidance and
supervision to solve psychological
problems; and psychological
www.thelancet.com/psychiatry Vol 7 April 2020

interventions, which provided various
group activities to release stress.
However, the implementation of
psychological intervention services
encountered obstacles, as medical
staff were reluctant to participate in
the group or individual psychology
interventions provided to them.
Moreover, individual nurses showed
excitability, irritability, unwillingness
to rest, and signs of psychological
distress, but refused any psychological
help and stated that they did not have
any problems. In a 30-min interview
survey with 13 medical staff at The
Second Xiangya Hospital, several
reasons were discovered for this refusal
of help. First, getting infected was not
an immediate worry to staff—they did
not worry about this once they began
work. Second, they did not want their
families to worry about them and
were afraid of bringing the virus to
their home. Third, staff did not know
how to deal with patients when they
were unwilling to be quarantined at
the hospital or did not cooperate with
medical measures because of panic or
a lack of knowledge about the disease.
Additionally, staff worried about the
shortage of protective equipment and
feelings of incapability when faced
with critically ill patients. Many staff
mentioned that they did not need a
psychologist, but needed more rest
without interruption and enough
protective supplies. Finally, they
suggested training on psychological
skills to deal with patients’ anxiety,
panic, and other emotional problems
and, if possible, for mental health staff
to be on hand to directly help these
patients.
Accordingly, the measures of
psychological intervention were
adjusted. First, the hospital provided
a place for rest where staff could
temporarily isolate themselves
from their family. The hospital also
guaranteed food and daily living
supplies, and helped staff to video
record their routines in the hospital to
share with their families and alleviate
family members’ concerns. Second,

in addition to disease knowledge
and protective measures, pre-job
training was arranged to address
identification of and responses to
psychological problems in patients
with COVID-19, and hospital security
staff were available to be sent to help
deal with uncooperative patients.
Third, the hospital developed detailed
rules on the use and management
of protective equipment to reduce
worry. Fourth, leisure activities and
training on how to relax were properly
arranged to help staff reduce stress.
Finally, psychological counsellors
regularly visited the rest area to listen
to difficulties or stories encountered
by staff at work, and provide support
accordingly. More than 100 frontline
medical staff can rest in the provided
rest place, and most of them report
feeling at home in this accomodation.
Maintaining staff mental health is
essential to better control infectious
diseases, although the best approach
to this during the epidemic season
remains unclear.4,5 The learning from
these psychological interventions
is expected to help the Chinese
government and other parts of the
world to better respond to future
unexpected infectious disease
outbreaks.
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Long term stress has
consequences – burn
out, increased sickness
rates, dysfunction,
PTSD, suicide

A ‘Rapid Response’ to COVID-19

2. Who were we?

A collective from several groups, all with
other roles

Made up of trainers, psychologists,
facilitators and coaches

Supporting the ‘Health@Work Team

8 core group members

20 supporting faculty

The HAYD Faculty

3. What did we do?
Data was sampled for 3 weeks of the 3 months
• Number of interventions = 459
• Number of conversations = 328
• Number of ‘We said…so we did…’ conversations = 95
• Total number of leaflets produced and distributed to staff = 30 types;
50 HAYD leaflets promoting well-being apps to staff weekly
• 61 consecutive days meeting and greeting by Steve Andrews
• A daily quote put in the hub everyday until the 12 May

Developed
tools
•

Offered
support
Conversations

•

Healthy leadership rhythm •
of asking 5 questions
•
#HowAreYouDoing charter

•

Briefing and debriefing

•

Group support

•

Working from home

•

Debriefs with teams

•

Supporting struggling
colleagues

•

We said we did visits to
wards

•

Team leadership

•

•

Pay it forward

Built
relationships
•

Built relationships with clinical
and non-clinical colleagues
through visibility and
consistent presence

•

Contributed facilitation of
charity support and linked this
to ‘what matters to us’

•

Involvement with regional
teams to look at current and
future offers including HPFT,
STP and the ICS

•

Communications team

One to one support (more
than one conversation)

Coaching and therapy
volunteer faculty

Meet and greet

From the reception to the hub and meeting across our Trust –
advice, information, support has been shared and given...

61
200+
122 hours Untold
consecutive
days

15,250+

coaching
conversations

sharing and
listening

‘ ’
smiles

Morning, have the best
day you can…

Sleep well, thank you
for all you did last night

Developed spaces

The HAYD Hub
This became a central place for information and support and the inspirational
message of the day.

Wobble Rooms - ITU and Maternity and ITU Lounge

East and North Hertfordshire

Wobble Room.
How can we help each other?
How was your shift today?
Best things
Worst things

What are we learning?
We said...
We did...

NHS Trust

Rest, Relax and Refuel Area

Shared information

hire
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Here to provide individual and

Y
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during these
rk, compassion and resilience
Thank you for all of your wo
r teams.
here to support you and you
extraordinary times; we are
on how we
This leaflet gives information
support we can provide.
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Here to
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#HowAreYouDoing #HereForOurPatients #HereForEachO

We are here
to

help you, for

support for

you and your

Thank
yo
extrao u fo
rdinary

team please:

Leaflets and signage
Produced by the Trust’s Clinical Photography team

Leaflets and flyers;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Briefing and Debriefing flyer
Communication During a Crisis leaflet and flyer
Healthy Leadership Rhythm flyer
Psychological Support flyer
Coaching and Therapy Support flyer and leaflet
HAYD Services leaflet
Supporting Colleagues flyer

•
•

Headers x 2 and Footers x 2
HAYD PowerPoint Slide

Signage;
•
•
•

Coffee Lounge
Critical Care
HAYD Hub

Posters;
•
•
•

How Am I Doing? Poster
Drop In Sessions Poster
HAYD Services Poster

East and North Hertfordshire

East and North Hertfordshire

East and North Hertfordshire

East and North Hertfordshire

HowAreYouDoingTeam
NHS Trust

NHS Trust

NHS Trust

NHS Trust

5 Questions - A Healthy Leadership
Rhythm
Psychological
support
Communication
during
a crisis
An explanation
#HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients #HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients

#HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients
Here to provide individual and team support for all staff.

Thinkand
aboutreducing
how you willanxiety
communicate to your team, daily Dear
briefings,
all, 1:1, remotely…
Increasing support, improving communication
erihsdroftreH htroN dna tsaE

tsurT SHN

The ENHT HowAreYouDoing Team are pleased to share these with staff and offer further support. If you want to talk to us,

Things are changing fast so trustbyour
in them
uhteam,gtreatnithem
oDwithurespect,
oYehaverAconfidence
woH
ehandtshareotwithethemmalloyouclcan.eW

How are you
doing?

Five
Questions
empowering &
supportive
leadership

#howareyoudoing
#HereForEachOther

Thank you for all of your work, compassion and resilience during these extraordinary times;

WALL OF APPRECIATION
we are here to support you and your teams.

How is your team
doing?
How are your
colleagues doing?
What can you do
to help them?
What can we do
to help you?

When things are
changing
fast,
when
events
are but…
share concerns, need helps running staff support groups or debriefs
then and
do not wellbeing
hesitate to get in touch.
Be clear
that things are
changing,
tnmistakes
eitaProFewill
reHstress
#be rmade
ehtOhcand
aEroFereH# gnioDuoYerAwoH#
Health
support
unpredictable and uncertain thensanxiety,
#HEREFORPATIENTS
confusion abound.
#HEREFOREACHOTHER
A series of self help and online inteverntions support you in a wide range
Staff may be exposed to anxiety over days, weeks and
of topics including anxiety, resilience, sleep and more
months and the accumulation of such stress is unhealthy.
We are now on ‘sustained operations’ and we need to
• Sleepio
and Daylight
and
NHSmistakes
Improvement
pleased
announce
support our people
healthy
Let them with
know youadon’
t have all theleadership
answers, but thatrhythm
no one else by:
does. TheyNHS
shouldEngland
be ready for
errors,
and fowl upsare
– forgive
peopletowhen
these the first in a series of psychological support for

To the best of my knowledge at this moment in time…. ‘this is HowAreYouDoing.enh-tr@nhs.net
where we are’.

Interventions
A range of practical and bespoke interventions to help you and your colleagues

all NHS staff during the COVID19 outbreak.

happen. Acknowledge that people are frightened and their anxiety will show in helpful and unhelpful ways – forgive those people as well. Ask them not •to iConnectApp
To see how to access these apps, please see below or visit the NHS Employers website at the following link:
listen or deal in gossip, myth and rumour. Don’tWALL
dismissOF
any APPRECIATION
concern or anxiety
– claiming your situation is more important than theirs creates distance –
www.nhsemployers.org/news/2020/03/free-access-to-wellbeing-apps-for-all-nhs-staff
• SilverCloud
• Visible leadership – making personal contact withtheiryourworry
team,is being
my back.the grief people are feeling for the loss of a certainty in the world that has been replaced by prolonged uncertainreal andseen,valid.having
Acknowledge
You can also watch a video by Prerana Issar on the importance of looking after yourself at this link:
Listen,theiraccept
try and
understand, don’t rush to judge. www.twitter.com/prerana_issar/status/1243213370431594499?s=12
• Valuing their opinion – truly hearing what theyty. say,
ideastheir
andposition,
experiences
matter.
• Headspace
erihsdroftreH htroN dna tsaE

tsurT SHN

buh gnioDuoYerAwoH eht ot emocleW

• Action theirstneissues
itaProFereH–# own
rehtOa htask
caErthey
oFereHshare
# gnand
ioDukeep
oYerAyour
woH#promises – feedback to them.
• Unmind
structure NOITAICERPPA FOUnmind:
Things
to consider
LLAWA mental
health platform
that empowers staff to proactively improve their mental wellbeing. Using scientifically-backed
• Reward them – thank, praise and offer specific feedback – and care forMeeting
their hygiene factors.
assessments, tools and training you can measure and manage your personal mental health needs, including digital programmes designed
• Check in with the team – briefly but with a
to help with stress, sleep, coping, connection, fulfilment and nutrition.
They are offering free access to NHS staff until the end of
• Don’t
make
up new interventions on the spot –• Shout
• Create a climate in which they are empowered
– don’int bethem
a ‘rescuer’ all the time – to be a
December
2020, active now.
genuine interest
Welcome
to the
HowAreYouDoing
hub
talk
through – test them
out as best
you can
rescuer you need a ‘victim’ – don’t create victims, allow them to own• andStart
act. your updates and briefings with facts –
How NHS staff can get access: - Go to https://home.unmind.com/ - Sign up with your NHS email address - Download the Unmind app
• Use all the communication tools your
can –
#HowAreYouDoing
#HereForEachOther #HereForPatients
from your appstore - Your organisation name is NHS.
here is what we know
• Trust them – allow them to get on with getting on – people clear
on what is expected are less anxious.
draw pictures if it helps understanding
The Hub
• Share your response to those facts – NOITAICERPPA FO LLAW
• Don’t be late to your own briefing –
• Show you care – in busy moments nothing shows you care‘I’m
moresad
thanJulie
your time
– besick,
present.
is off
send her my very best’
Headspace: A science-backed app in mindfulness and meditation, providing unique tools and resources to help reduce stress, build
East and North Hertfordshire

#HEREFORPATIENTS
#HEREFOREACHOTHER

NHS Trust

STNEITAPROFEREH#
REHTOHCAEROFEREH#

East and North Hertfordshire

NHS Trust

#HowAreYouDoing
#HereForEachOther

be
early, be calm, be confident
resilience, and aid better sleep. They are offering free access to all NHS staff with an NHS email address until 31 December, active now.
Find a success story – something positive so the
• Keep it as focussed as required – notice off
future is hopeful
How NHS staff can get access: - Go to www.headspace.com/nhs for NHS staff to access, with the option to select clinical or non-clinical
So, each and every day, preferably face to face (but use any means you can) check in with your people and colleagues
topic
discussion – respectfully get on task
staff to start enrolling - You will need to use your NHS email address to sign up
• Provide
updatesencourage
– as muchmore
as people
in
#HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients
and ask five questions. Spend a few minutes (even if on the phone),
the questions
than awant
cursory
• You are not the sole source of truth – what do
time and
youpart
have
greeting. They do not need to take long but they will mean a hugethe
amount.
The space
essential
for leadership is
STNEto
ITAPROactively
FEREH#
others know?
REHTOHCAEROFEREH#
listen and respond with compassion.
Sleepio and Daylight (developed by Big Health):
• Apologise for failures, mistakes and
• Make
sure
you
take
care
of
your
people
Sleepio is a clinically-evidenced sleep improvement programme that is fully automated and highly personalised, using cognitive
Taking the time to ask these 5 questions every day means; you aredemonstrate
present withlearning
your team, tangible actions will emerge
behavioural
techniques
to help
improve
sleep. Daylight
is a smartphone-basedEast
app
that provides help to people experiencing
for
their
time,poor
commitment
and
Nknow
OITAthat
ICERPPA• FOThank
LLAWeveryone
and North Hertfordshire
• Balance
the relationship
between
for you and for them, they will be heard and you can share, myths
can be addressed,
new facts
shared,hard
they truth
symptoms of worry and anxiety, using evidence-based cognitive behavioural techniques, voice and animation. Free access to Sleepio
efforts
you are accessible, they know they are not alone, they know you and
havealarmist
their back.
Touch base
with your people every
and Daylight for all NHS staff is active now until 31 December.
unhelpful
dramas

• HowAreYouDoing Hubhub
Welcome to the HowAreYouDoing

•

- Physical space at Lister
where you can find members of
the HAYD team to talk to or obtain
printed information to help you and your team
NHS Trust

day, make the time to do this and get into a healthy leadership rhythm – let them know that every day and shift that you
care and value them.

Welcome to the HowAreYouDoing
• Virtual space availablehub
online

How to access Sleepio: - Visit www.sleepio.com/redeem on your laptop or desktop computer - Enter redeem code NHS2020 and sign up
for an account using your name and email address - Complete the sleep test - Get started!

#HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients
Use this as a guide and create you own pattern but don’t….
How to access Daylight: - Visit http://trydaylight.com/nhs-staff - Answer a few short questions to tailor the programme to you
- Sign up for an account using your name and email address - Download the Daylight smartphone app (search ‘Daylight - Worry Less’,
Watch the video on how to use the 5 questions at:
available on both iPhone and Android) - Get started!
Panic, exaggerate, deny, pretend, embellish, undermine, dismiss, make promises you can’t keep or hold on to the painful truth.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4ho9jc4Gqc&feature=youtu.be
STNEITAPROFEREH#
REHTOHCAEROFEREH#

For copies and for more help contact me directly at steve.andrews5@nhs.net
Or the HowAreYouDoing team on howareyoudoing.enh-tr@nhs.net

• Group Support
• Link Support
• 1:1 Support
• Mindfulness and Exercise
• Structure Debriefs

Tools
A series of tools and techniques you can use
to help yourself as well as supporting your team

• Debrief Tools
• 5 Questions - A Healthy Leadership Rhythm
• Team Huddle
• Communication in a Crisis
• Working from Home - Top Tips
• Signs a member of staff is struggling and what to do
• Leadership in a Crisis - Compassionate and Effective

We are here to help you, for support for you and your team please:

For team help and support, please contact: howareyoudoing.enh-tr@nhs.net
Visit: HowAreYouDoing hub, level 3 @ Lister
Email: howareyoudoing.enh-tr@nhs.net

Phone:We07551311667
are here to help you,forfortraining
support forsupport
you and your team please:
KC: Home Page / Coronavirus / HowAreYouDoing

Visit: HowAreYouDoing hub, level 3 @ Lister Email: howareyoudoing.enh-tr@nhs.net KC: Home Page / Coronavirus / HowAreYouDoing
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What did the data tell us?

Percentage of interventions by area
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‘We said.. so we did...’ closed loop conversations between
the HAYD team and our colleagues April and May 2020 Pareto chart
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WHITE PAPER : IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work
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IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work

from here to there,” the IHI
Framework for Improving Joy
in Work (Figure 3) shows
the critical
Institute for Healthcare
Improvement
Framework
for
components of a system for ensuring a joyful, engaged workforce.
Improving JoyFigure
in 3.Work
IHI Framework for Improving Joy in Work

While the four steps (see Figure 1) are designed to provide leaders with a pathway for “how to get

4. What did we learn?
Physical and
psychological
hygiene factors

Well-being offers
from the Trust

Culture

Create trust

Accessibility

For everyone, by everyone

We said so we did; we said
and we can’t because closed communication
loops, creates trust

Health and work services Accessibility to Health@Work easier
through drop in sessions and
self-referrals and knowledge of the
services have been improved

Social movement - Flattened
hierarchies, appetite for change,
autonomy increased, reduced
bureaucracy
Well-being for all, promoted by all,
across all sites, not dependent on role,
site or any other factor
A warm welcome becoming the norm
from everyone

Hygiene factors

Visibility

Compassionate leadership

Taking care of the basics so
staff arrive relaxed and can
focus on compassionate
care for example parking,
amazon lockers

Walk-arounds focused on well-being
and safety well received

Line managers clearly understand
their roles and responsibilities for
promoting the well-being of all staff
Kindness and compassion is
everyone’s role
Gratitude and thanks expressed
moreoften
Visible leadership

Relax, refresh, refuel

Tools

Flexible working

Physical spaces for staff to
use for gaining knowledge,
resting, wobbling for
example hub, canteen,
wobble rooms

Tools to help promote teamwork
and improved team hygiene - brief
and debrief culture the norm

Virtual team working and a better understanding of what flexible working
can look and feel like

Self-help

Continuous improvement

Resources - availability of free apps,
promotion of the use

Increased learning across and
between teams and divisions

What did other people say?

A colleague was feeling
overwhelmed with the
pressure at home and work and
felt that she could not continue to
work.
As she arrived she heard you thanking
someone for all they were doing and
saying hello as people arrived. She
told me that this persuaded her that
people at work do care and she
decided not to resign.

I admine the way
you work it has
struck a chord with
me

Thank you for all that
you have been doing,
you are making a
difference.

Thank you for your
support. The sessions
have been invaluable.

It’s really helped
knowing that
other people have
these thoughts and
feelings too

The

HowAreYouDoing
team rock

I have a
voice and
will be
heard

I love the 5
questions... I now
always have
them in my head
when I start a
conversation

I was a bit of a
cynic who needed
something to
assist me

5. What could the future look like?
We have new models for this work going forward

Care pathways for staff wellbeing have been developed

6. What do we recommend?
The organisation could...
•

To meet the need for psychological and physical safety there should be a relentless focus on hygiene
factors like parking, staff facilities, wifi, quality food and listening to our teams

•

Mental health first aid training for all

•

Specialist psychological services for colleagues

The HAYD team will...
•

‘Leadercentric’ training for everyone once a week on a virtual platform as a minimum

•

Continue to partner with Health@Work and others to deliver quality experiences for all

•

A focus on multi-disciplinary training and joined up working

Bitesize
East and North Hertfordshire

NHS Trust

Briefing and debriefing a team effectively

#HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients

Why is it important?
•
•
•

Practical tools
and models
have emerged
and are now
part of the
ongoing
‘BITESIZE’
learning and
development
programme

•

It is a leadership tool that helps teams to work together effectively.
Briefings help people to know what to expect from each other during the shift.
Debriefs encourage feedback and learning and this also allows people to leave their work
behind at the end of the shift.
Teams are being created and disbanded on a daily basis. Most days and shifts we work with
strangers.

How do we do this?
•
•
•
•
•

Gather the team together at the beginning of a shift ideally just after handover for the brief
and again at the end of the shift before handover for the debrief.
Agree where and when and get into a daily rhythm.
Clinical and non-clinical staff and the whole MDT are invited where possible.
These moments can be as short as a couple of minutes and should take no longer than 15
minutes
Anyone in the team can lead these conversations.
Briefing Checklist
Introduce the team to each other and check-in
Review team ground rules

Set up each new member of the team with a buddy
What do we need to know about for this shift?
Is anyone concerned about anything?

Debriefing Checklist
What one thing:
-Went really well for you this shift?
-Did you learn today that you will test again tomorrow?
-Would have made this shift easier for you?
Was communication clear?

Does anyone need help with anything today?

Was workload distribution equitable?

Assign tasks and roles

Were roles and responsibilities understood?

Assign breaks

Was task assistance requested or offered?

If anyone is concerned about anything during the shift
who should they escalate to?

What went well?
What could be improved for the next shift?
Thank the team for their work today

Top tips
•
•
•
•
•

Set ground rules as a team and stick to them as this needs to be a safe place for people to
speak up.
Have your ground rules printed and put up where you meet.
There is no hierarchy in a debrief.
Reflections on emotions not just work processes are encouraged.
Remember people process information differently.

#HowAreYouDoing #HereForEachOther #HereForPatients
Visit: HowAreYouDoing hub, level 3 @ Lister Email: howareyoudoing.enh-tr@nhs.net KC: Home Page / Coronavirus / HowAreYouDoing
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